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Abstra t. Pattern mat hing is a great

onvenien e in programming.

However, pattern mat hing has its problems: it
stra tion; it is

oni ts with data ab-

omplex (at least in Haskell, whi h has pattern guards,

irrefutable patterns, n+k patterns, as patterns, et .); it is a sour e of runtime errors; and lastly, one annot abstra t over patterns as they are not a
rst lass language

onstru t. This paper proposes a simpli ation of pat-

!Maybe b

!(Nothing|Just b)

tern mat hing that makes patterns rst lass. The key idea is to treat patterns as fun tions of type  a
thus, patterns and pattern

i.e.,  a

ombinators

;

an be written as fun tions in

the language.

1

Introdu tion

A hotly debated issue in the language Haskell [HJW92℄ has been patterns. What
are their semanti s? Do we want n+1 patterns? Do we need -patterns? When
do we mat h lazily and when do we mat h stri tly? Do we need to extend
patterns with pattern guards? And et . In this paper I will propose, not another
extension, but a simpli ation to patterns that makes them rst
onstru ts. I will do so in the

lass language

ontext of the language Haskell, although the ideas

would apply to any language with higher order fun tions.

1.1 Patterns are too omplex
There is no argument about the elegan e of the following simple use of patterns:

length [℄
= 0
length (x:xs) = 1 + length xs
Here is another example:

zipWith f (a:as) (b:bs) = f a b : zipWith f as bs
zipWith _ _
_
= [℄
? This resear h was supported in part by NSF under Grant Number CCR-9706747.

Although the denition of

zipWith appears ni

ely symmetri , we know it is not

a tually so symmetri : patterns mat h from left to right and thus

zipWith

is

stri t on its rst argument but not its se ond. What if we wanted to modify

zipWith to be stri t on its
write zipWith' as follows:

se ond argument? Using a

ase statement we

ould

zipWith' f as bs =
ase (bs,as) of
-- swit h the evaluation order
(b:bs', a:as') -> f a b : zipWith' f as' bs'
_
-> [℄
Or we

ould write

zipWith' using an irrefutable pattern, (a:as), and a guard:

zipWith' f (a:as) (b:bs) | not(null(a:as)) = f a b : zipWith' f as bs
zipWith' _ _
_
= [℄
Note that a small semanti

hange requires a large synta ti

hange. These last

two examples show some of Haskell's pattern mat hing features. In Haskell, there
are numerous pattern mat hing features added to the simplest form of pattern
mat hing (i.e., that used above to dene the
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tion above):

nested pattern mat hing
tuple patterns
a wild ard symbol
literal patterns
as patterns
irrefutable patterns
n+k patterns
guards
an "abbreviation" for True
an extra binding onstru t

Further extensions, su h as views [Wad87b,BC93℄ and pattern guards, have been
suggested. Currently ten pages in the Haskell 98 Report

1 are dedi ated to pattern

mat hing.

1.2 Patterns are not rst lass
Pattern mat hing is not as expressive as one would wish. For example, in Fig. 1
the two fun tions
stra t over the
the two
se ond

1

getC1s and getC2s are

virtually identi al but we

ommonality to get a more generi

onstru tors, e.g.,

getmat hes C1.

an pass

Another example where we see the

lass nature of patterns is the following

Se tions 3.1.3, 3.1.7, and 4.4.3.

annot ab-

fun tion to whi h we

data T = C1 T1 | C2 T2
-- getC1s - Extra t all the C1's from a list:
getC1s [℄
= [℄
getC1s (C1 d : xs) = d : getC1s xs
getC1s (_ : xs)
= getC1s xs
-- getC2s - Extra t all the C2's from a list:
getC2s [℄
= [℄
getC2s (C2 d : xs) = d : getC2s xs
getC2s (_ : xs)
= getC2s xs
Fig. 1.

f x =

ase
p1
p2
p3
p4

getC1s

and

x of
-> e1
-> e2
-> e3
-> e4

getC2s

g x = ase
p1
p2
p3

in whi h we would like to abstra t out the

x of
-> e1
-> e2
-> e3

ommonality of

would like to write something like the following (where

g):

f

f

and

g.

I.e., we

is dened in terms of

f x = g x EXTEND p4 -> e4

1.3 Other Problems with Patterns
In addition, patterns have various other problems:

1. Patterns are not

ompatible with abstra t data types [Wad87b℄.

2. The semanti s of patterns is less than elegant:
(a) Patterns impose a left-to-right, top-to-bottom evaluation order. As seen
when modifying

zipWith above, if

we want a dierent evaluation order,

we must either do without patterns or write far less elegant looking

ode.

(b) Pattern syntax gives a de larative appearan e that does not exist: the
dening equation  f

p1 p2 = e is not true in all

ontexts (unless we en-

sure patterns are non-overlapping). In Haskell, the order of de larations
is insigni ant ex ept when patterns are used in a sequen e of fun tion
de larations.
( ) Patterns engender a multitude of

ontroversies. They beg for extension

upon extension: n+k patterns, irrefutable patterns, as patterns, guards,
and

where bindings;

urrently, a new onstru t, pattern guards, is being

onsidered for in lusion in Haskell.

3. Pattern mat hing does not make it synta ti ally apparent when a partial
fun tion is dened: partial fun tions arise (a) when patterns are not exhaustive in

ase expressions, (b) in let bindings  let

( ) in lambda bindings 

(x:xs)->e.

(x:xs) = e1 in e2,

Ea h of these

and

an be the sour e of

an unintentional run-time pattern mat h failure. (Though the rst

ould be

solved simply by disallowing non-exhaustive patterns.)
4. Pattern mat hing

an seem to not be referentially transparent (at least to

the uninitiated); the following two expressions are not equal (the se ond
obviously unintended)

ase e1 of {1 -> e2 ; ...}
let x = 1 in ase e1 of {x -> e2; ...}
5. Patterns go against the grain of a higher-order programming style: we only
get their

onvenien e when the arguments of a fun tion are made expli it.

1.4 Overview
We have seen many problems with pattern mat hing. This paper presents an
alternative to standard pattern mat hing. The essen e of this alternative is presented in Se t. 2 and Se t. 3 provides some examples; Se t. 4 introdu es the
pattern binder

onstru t (simple synta ti

sugar) whi h makes patterns easier

to write; Se ts. 5 and 6 present various extensions and Se t. 7 presents several laws for patterns; Se t. 8

ompares this approa h to other approa hes and

summarizes.

2

An alternative to patterns

The key idea is to use fun tions of type  a!Maybe

b

2

as patterns . A fun tion of

this type will be referred to as a pattern-fun tion or sometimes just as a pattern.
When a pattern-fun tion is applied, it either fails (returns
with some result (returns

Just x).

Nothing) or su

eeds

This se tion explains the rami ations of

using pattern-fun tions: in Se t. 2.1, I show what we
the language, in Se t. 2.2 I show how we

an

ould take away from

onstru t patterns using pattern

ombinators, and in Se t. 2.3 I explain what must be added to the language.

2.1 Simplify the Language
Note that nothing in what follows requires that we simplify Haskell as in this
se tion; the point is to explore what we
In Haskell, patterns are
and

2

ase alternatives. We

In the Haskell Prelude:

an still do even with su h simpli ity.

urrently allowed in top-level de larations, lets, lambdas,
ould restri t the language to only allow failure-free

data Maybe a = Nothing | Just a.

patterns in top-level de larations, lets, and lambdas. We
form of

ould also restri t the

ase expressions.

b is for binding):

The syntax of failure-free patterns is as follows (

b ::= v
j (b; :::; b)

variables
tuples

The semanti s is given by translation. E.g.,

f z = e{fst z/x,snd z/y}3.

Also,

they are exhaustive over an algebrai
erals or nested

ase

f(x,y) = e

is synta ti

sugar for

expressions are restri ted su h that

type and alternatives

annot

ontain lit-

onstru tors. E.g.,

ase e of
x:xs -> e1
[℄
-> e2
The obje tive is to eliminate the impli it left-to-right, top-to-bottom evaluation

order. A default alternative is allowed (as  _->e) when not all the

onstru tors

are given. Obviously, we have not lost any of the expressiveness of the language,
but we have lost some

onvenien e. Many programs will not miss the lost fea-

tures, but other programs will be awkward. For example, the fun tion

zipWith3,

dened in the Prelude thus

zipWith3 f (a:as) (b:bs) ( : s) = f a b
zipWith3 _ _
_
_
= [℄
be omes awkward to

ode with these restri tions:

zipWith3 f as bs s =
ase as of
a:as' -> ase bs of
b:bs' -> ase s of
: s' -> f a b
[℄
-> [℄
[℄
-> [℄
[℄
-> [℄
The fun tions

: zipWith3 f as bs s

: zipWith3 f as' bs'

zipWith4, zipWith5, zipWith6 will

s'

be even more awkward. Can

we dene these less awkwardly in the simplied language?

2.2 Use Pattern Combinators
Patterns are just fun tions, so we need to dene fun tions to

onstru t and

manipulate patterns. I use the following type synonym:

type Pat a b = a
3

! Maybe b

Due to lifted tuples, this is not always true in Haskell, but I'll ignore this
tion.

ompli a-

pid x
pk x y
pfail _

= Just x
= if x == y then Just () else Nothing
= Nothing

(p1 .| p2) x

= ase p1 x of Just r -> Just r
Nothing -> p2 x
p1 |. p2
= p2 .| p1
(p1 .* p2) (a,b) = ase p1 a of
Just r1 -> ase p2 b of
Just r2 -> Just (r1,r2)
Nothing -> Nothing
Nothing -> Nothing
(p1 *. p2) (a,b) = ase p2 b of
Just r2 -> ase p1 a of
Just r1 -> Just (r1,r2)
Nothing -> Nothing
Nothing -> Nothing
(p1 .: p2) x
= ase p1 x of Just a -> p2 a
Nothing -> Nothing
(p .-> f) x
= ase p x of Just r -> Just (f r)
Nothing -> Nothing
(p |> f) x

= ase p x of Just r -> r
Nothing -> f x
Fig. 2. Pattern Combinators

Here are the signatures for the pattern

ombinators:

Pattern Introdu tion

pid
pk
pfail

:: Pat a a
:: Eq a => a ! Pat a ()
:: Pat a b

(.|),(|.)
(.:)
(.*),(*.)
(.->)

::
::
::
::

(|>)

:: Pat a b ! (a!b) ! (a!b)

always mat hes
pk x mat hes x
never mat hes

Pattern Combination

Pat
Pat
Pat
Pat

a b ! Pat a b ! Pat a b
a b ! Pat b ! Pat a
a ! Pat b d ! Pat (a,b) ( ,d)
a b ! (b! ) ! Pat a

or mat h
then mat h
parallel mat h
ompose mat h

Pattern Elimination

The denitions are in Fig. 2. The dieren e between
of evaluation, likewise for

(.*) and (*.).

apply pattern

(.|) and (|.) is the order

2.3 Add One Primitive
For a

onstru tor

C

we

an get the pattern-fun tion

orresponding to it using

the # primitive

C :: a
C# :: b

!b
! Maybe a

It satises the Pattern Law:

C# C
= Just ()
C# (C x) = Just x

-- when C is a nullary
-- otherwise

onstru tor

In addition the programmer is allowed to dene pairs of fun tions
whi h should satisfy the pattern law (this is unveried). Curried
are allowed but the pattern law is more straightforward when

and

#,

onstru tors

onstru tors are

un urried.

3

Examples

So, what do various fun tions look like using these pattern

list1, list2, and list3, it is useful
#
#
#4 :
tions list1 , list2 , and list3

the fun tions
pattern-fun

ombinators? Given

to have the

orresponding

list1 x
= [x℄
list2 (x,y)
= [x,y℄
list3 (x,y,z) = [x,y,z℄
list1# = :# .: (pid .* [℄# )
.-> \(x,())->x
list2# = :# .: (pid .* list1# )
list3# = :# .: (pid .* list2# ) .-> \(a,(b, ))->(a,b, )
Here is an example where we

an stru ture the

ode to ree t the types involved

very ni ely:

data Tree a = Leaf a
| Tree (Tree a, Tree a)

!

zipTree :: (Tree a,Tree b)
Maybe (Tree (a,b))
zipTree = Leaf# .* Leaf# .-> Leaf
.| Tree# .* Tree# .: (zipTree.*zipTree .-> Tree) . zipTuple
zipList :: ([a℄,[b℄)
zipList = [℄# .* [℄#
.| :#
.* :#

! Maybe [(a,b)℄

.-> (\_->[℄)
.: (pid .* zipList .-> un urry (:)) . zipTuple

zipTuple ((x1,x2),(y1,y2)) = ((x1,y1),(x2,y2))
4

The pre eden es of the pattern operators are from tightest to loosest binding:

(.:), (.->), (.|).

(.*),

Remember the fun tions
over

getC1s

and

getC2s?

We

5

an now write

ode generi

onstru tors of dierent data types :

!

!

getmat hes :: (a
Maybe b)
[a℄
getmat hes p = atMaybes . map p

! [b℄

getC1s = getmat hes C1#
getC2s = getmat hes C2#
Here is a 

ons

view of a join list:

data List a = Nil | Unit a | Join (List a) (List a)
ons x xs

= Join (Unit x) xs

ons# Nil
= Nothing
ons# (Unit a)
= Just (a,Nil)
ons# (Join xs ys) = ase ons# xs of
Just (x,xs') -> Just (x, Join xs' ys)
Nothing
-> ons# ys

4

Extension I: Pattern Binders

4.1 The Pattern Binder Constru t
At times the higher order approa h above seems elegant, but at other times it is
lumsy

ompared to standard pattern mat hing. The pattern binder

is an attempt to add the minimum of synta ti

onstru t

sugar to make patterns easier to

write. Here are some examples:

list1#
list2#
list3#

= {$x:[℄}
.-> x
= {$x:$y:[℄}
.-> (x,y)
= {$x:$y:$z:[℄}.-> (x,y,z)

pair x

= {=x:=x:$r} .-> r

p} e where e is a Haskell expression,
p is dened as follows:

A pattern binder is  {
operator, and

p ::= $v
j (p; :::; p)
j =e
j %e p
j p
j

5

The library fun tion

is a Haskell inx

variable
tuple pattern
onstant
apply any pattern-fun tion
apply
apply

# pattern-fun
# pattern-fun

atMaybes (::[Maybe a℄->[a℄)

tion
tion (

nullary)

extra ts the

Just's

from a list.

Note that

is any

is translated into 

is a pattern-fun tion and

fpg

#

onstru tor or any symbol with a

p} e

pattern binder  {

e=f

f

fun tion dened. The

(b ! e)

b is a failure-free pattern):

(b ! e)

vt($v ) = (pid; v )
vt(p1 ; p2 ; :::; pn ) = ( f1 :  (f2 :  :::fn )); (b1 ; (b2 ; :::bn )) )
vt(= e) = (pk e; ())
vt(%e p) = (e : : f; b)
vt( p) = ( # : : f; b)
vt( ) = ( # ; ())

as follows (where

f

where

(f; b)

where

(fi ; bi ) = vt(pi )

where
where

=

vt(p)

(f; b) = vt(p)
(f; b) = vt(p)

On the one hand, a pattern binder is a subset of standard pattern mat hing:
1. Only one  ase alternative is allowed.
On the other hand, it extends pattern mat hing:
1. It allows arbitrary patterns to be applied anywhere inside a pattern using
the

%

onstru t.

2. It makes mat hing
literal

onstants like

onstru t is not stri

{=e} gives mat hing against not just
' ' and 1 but any Haskell expression of Eq type. (This
tly ne essary as we ould use the % onstru t to mat h

onstants expli it:

onstants.)
3. It allows us to extend the de- onstru tors by dening
4. It allows arbitrary

ontrol stru tures, with the

# fun

tions.

pattern- ombinator as a

parameter.
Although standard pattern mat hing

an also be understood as merely synta ti

sugar [Wad87a℄, this approa h is mu h simpler. The syntax is not as

lean as

standard pattern mat hing be ause everything is expli it. There are a

ouple

ways to make things synta ti ally ni er ( loser to regular patterns):
One, we
teger,

ould allow for dropping the `=' in the

hara ter, and string

a variable,

{v },

equivalent when
Se ond, we
ly,
the

{v }

it

v

{=e}

ould be

onverted to either 

is a nullary

v#

apitals for

or 

v#

but these are

{$v }

onstru t: Unfortunate-

is dened, we do not know whether to use

vt($v ) rule or the vt( ) rule. We
v # is dened. This ee

rule whenever

pk v 

onstru tor.

ould allow for dropping the `$' in the

again is ambiguous: if

In Haskell, using

onstru t: for literals (in-

onstants) this would be unambiguous; if we had

ould get around this by using the

vt( )

tively disallows shadowing of variables.

onstru tors is how we distinguish these two. But

this is not going to work any more on e we start writing pseudo- onstru tors
(fun tions
hypotheti al

that have a

#

de- onstru tor dened). So, while we are making

hanges to Haskell, we should drop this restri tion. This is a good

thing, it enables abstra t data types to work better with patterns: it does not
matter if a fun tion

orresponds to the

that matters is whether a fun tion

onstru tor of an algebrai

has a

orresponding

# fun

data type, all
tion.

4.2 Examples of Pattern Binders
The fun tion

take
take
take
take

0
_
n
_

take from

_
[℄
(x:xs) | n>0
_

Using pattern binders

the Haskell Prelude uses a pattern guard  |

=
=
=
=

n>0:

[℄
[℄
x : take (n-1) xs
error "take"

take

an be written as follows:

take =
{(=0,
$_)}
.-> [℄
.| {($_,
[℄)}
.-> [℄
.| {(%(is (0<)) $n, $x:$xs)} .-> x : take (n-1, xs)
|> \_
-> error "take"
is p x = if p x then Just x else Nothing
The fun tion

zipWith3

an be written straightforwardly:

zipWith3 f = {($x:$xs,$y:$ys,$z:$zs)}.-> f x y z : zipWith3 f (xs,ys,zs)
|> \_
We

an

-> [℄

su
unless su

reate a view of the positive integers using the

tions. (In this

ase the pattern law is being broken

su # fun # are
and su

and

restri ted to positive integers.)

su
su

#

n = n+1
n = if n > 0 then Just (n-1) else Nothing

fa torial =

{su
|> \_

$n} .-> (su
-> 1

n * fa torial n)

4.3 Pattern Binders and New Control Stru tures
Here is an example extra ted from an interpreter:

doprimitive =
{Eprim (%getenv $op) : Eint $a1 : Eint $a2 : [℄} .-> op a1 a2
|> \_ -> (error "bad primitive")

!

!

!

getenv :: String
Maybe (Int
Int
Int)
getenv x = lookup x [("+",(+)), ("*",(*)), ("-",(-))℄

Note the type of

getenv, it is a pattern-fun

tion so we

binders. To add a more informative error message, the

doprimitive list =
{$hd:$a1:$a2:[℄} `mat helse list (error
{Eprim $name}
`mat helse hd
(error
{Eint $a1'}
`mat helse a1
(error
{Eint $a2'}
`mat helse a2
(error
{%getenv $op}
`mat helse name (error
op a1' a2'
where
mat helse val dflt pat ontin = ((pat.->

an use it inside pattern
ode is

ontin) |> \_-> dflt) val
ommon pattern, but

ase expressions mar hing o to the right of

the page. It is ni e to put all the ex eption
see that other fun tions besides

6

"expe t 3 elements")`
"head not Eprim")`
"1st not Eint")`
"2nd not Eint")`
(name ++ " invalid prim"))`

(Note that pattern binders are right asso iative.) This is a
in Haskell one would write nested

hanged to

7

ode o to the right . Here we also

(.->) are useful

with pattern binders.

4.4 Changing Evaluation Order
Just like patterns, pattern binders have an impli it left-to-right evaluation me hanism for tuples. I.e.,

{(p1,p2)}

tion. Pattern binders

ould be extended to allow for tuples of patterns that would

evaluate right-to-left (e.g.,

is translated with

{/(p1,p2)}). We

the

ombinators.

5

Extension II: Ba ktra king

We

ould extend the pattern

will be

[x℄,

failure will be

[℄,

ould also revert to expli it use of

and multiple su

Maybe. Su ess
[x1,x2,...℄; but
with either Maybe or

MonadPlus:

esses will be

ombinators to work

an do this easily be ause both

ea h is an instan e of

evalua-

ombinators to use lists instead of

it would be even ni er to write the
lists. We

(.*)left-to-right

Maybe and lists are monads, spe

i ally,

lass (Monad m) => MonadPlus m where
mzero :: m a
mplus :: m a
m a
m a

!

!

instan e MonadPlus Maybe where
mzero
= Nothing
Nothing `mplus` y = y
x
`mplus` y = x
6
7

In Haskell,

x `f` y = f x y.

Haskell does not really allow expressions inside the

ba kquotes, though some think it should.

This is similar to Perl's very useful idiom  ($x

ex eption

ode is o to the right.

= /pat/) || ex eption

where the

pid
pk
pfail
(.|),(|.)
(.:)
(.*),(*.)
(.->)

::
::
::
::
::
::
::

Monad m => b -> m b
(Eq a, MonadPlus m) => a -> a -> m ()
MonadPlus m => b -> m
MonadPlus m => (a->m ) -> (a->m ) -> (a->m )
Monad m
=> (b -> m ) -> ( -> m d) -> b -> m d
Monad m
=> (b -> m ) -> (d -> m e) -> (b,d) -> m ( ,e)
Fun tor m
=> (b -> m ) -> ( -> d) -> b -> m d

pid x
pk x y
pfail _
(f .| g) x
(|.)
(p1 .* p2) (a,b)

=
=
=
=
=
=

return x
if x == y then return () else mzero
mzero
f x `mplus` g x
flip (.|)
do r1 <- p1 a
r2 <- p2 b
return (r1,r2)
(p1 *. p2) (a,b) = do r2 <- p2 b
r1 <- p1 a
return (r1,r2)
(p1 .: p2) x
= p1 x >>= p2
f .-> g
= fmap g . f
Fig. 3. Monadi

Pattern Combinators

instan e MonadPlus [℄ where
mzero
= [℄
mplus
= (++)

-- list append

The more general denitions are in Fig. 3. We need a dierent pattern elimination
onstru t to repla e

!

(|>):

! ! ! !

(||>) :: (a [b℄)
(a b)
(a b)
(p ||> d) f x = ase p x of {[℄->f x; r:_-> r}
When we use

(|>) we

get standard pattern mat hing be ause the pattern

binators are instantiated to the
ba ktra king be ause the pattern

Maybe

monad, but when we use

(||>)

om-

we get

ombinators are instantiated to the list monad.

This requires lazy lists for e ien y. The method of using lazy lists for ba ktra king is explained in Wadler [Wad85℄ and is also used in

ombinator parsers

[HM96℄.
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Extension III: Value Constru tors

# equivalents for various pseudo onstru tors is often tedious:
#
#
#
for example, the list1 , list2 , list3 from above. If
is an instan e of the
#
#
Eq lass,
an simply be a short ut for  pk , but for fun tions , the

To dene the

pattern is often trivial (but tedious) to generate. Is there a way to formalize this
and automate the
fun tion

onstru tion of the

[AR92℄. The language
value

orresponding pattern fun tion for a given

? One method is Aitken and Reppy's Abstra t Value Constru tors
an generate

#

for any

that is a value

onstru tor. A

onstru tor is a fun tion whose denition is of the following form

b=v
where b is a failure-free pattern, all variables are used linearly, and

v

is dened

as follows

v =x
j (v ; :::; v )
j Cv
j k
j v

(x

a variable)

(C a onstru tor)
(k a onstant)
( a value onstru

There are two advantages to using value

tor)

onstru tors:

1. It saves the tedium of dening many pattern fun tions.
2. It gives fun tion/pattern-fun tion pairs that are guaranteed to satisfy the
pattern law.

7

Pattern Laws

Here are several laws for the monadi
any instan e of

MonadPlus that

pattern

ombinators. (These are true for

satises the monad laws.)

p .| pfail = p
p1 .| p2 = p2 |. p1
(p1 .-> f1) .* (p2 .-> f2) = (p1 .* p2) .-> \(x,y)->(f1 x,f2 y)
(p1 .-> f)

.: p2

= p1 .: (p2.f)

(pid .* p) (x,y) = fmap (\y->(x,y)) (p y)
(p1 .: p2) .-> f = (p1 .: (p2 .-> f)
If this is true for an instan e of

MonadPlus (it's

true for

Maybe and

lists)

m >>= (\a->p1 a `mplus` p2 a) = (m >>= p1) `mplus` (m >>= p2)
then

(.:) distributes

over

(.|):

p .: (p1 .| p2)

= p .: p1 .| p .: p2

8

Con lusion

8.1 Relation to Other Work
I am not aware of other work that proposes other alternatives to the standard
pattern mat hing

onstru ts. However, there is mu h work related to getting

around the infeli ities of pattern mat hing:
The title of Wadler's seminal paper says it all: Views: A way for pattern mat hing to

ohabit with data abstra tion [Wad87b℄. Other work along these lines is

[BC93℄ and [PPN96℄. The goal of this line of work is to re on ile pattern mat hing and abstra t data types; the solutions have been to keep pattern mat hing
as is and add more to the language. My proposal here

ould be seen as another

way to re on ile the two (if you allow me to re on ile two parties by eliminating
one); but the result is that we get the synta ti

onvenien e of patterns even

when dealing with abstra t data types.
Other work has been aimed at the expressiveness of patterns: Fahndri h and
Boyland [FB97℄ propose a means to add pattern abstra tions. My approa h is
far simpler, although I do not attempt as they do to make patterns stati ally
he kable for exhaustiveness and redundan y. Aitken and Reppy [AR92℄ have
a simple approa h to making pattern mat hing more expressive; I've borrowed
their notion of a value
Parser

onstru tor.

ombinators are related to this work, though they are only appli able to

mat hing lists. As Hutton and Meijer [HM96℄ have shown, monads are useful
for designing the

ombinators. Like my patterns, parser

parameterized over whi h monad (list or

Maybe)

ombinators

ould be

to use (i.e., whether to do

ba ktra king or not).
Hughes [Hug98℄ generalizes monads to what he
general, it is not surprising that my

ombinators

alls arrows. As his arrows are so
an be made into an instan e of

an arrow, but the interesting thing is that he extensively uses ertain ombinators
whi h are a generalization of mine: his
his

>>> is a generalization of my (.:).



is a generalization of my

(.*)

and

8.2 Summary
So, to summarize what I have proposed: if we add

1. the

#

primitive for

onstru ting pattern-fun tions from

2. the pattern binder synta ti

then we

onstru tors

onstru t

an use the power of the language to write all the pattern

we want, and as a result we

ombinators

ould, without mu h loss

1. restri t patterns in top-level de larations, lets, and lambdas to be failure-free

2. restri t

ase alternatives to be exhaustive and mutually ex lusive over a

single algebrai

data type

The advantages of this proposal are
1. The extensions needed to the language are trivial.
2. Compli ated pattern mat hing

onstru ts are unne essary.

3. Pattern mat hing no longer results in run-time errors.
4. Patterns be ome rst
own

lass: we

an write our own patterns; we

ontrol stru tures for sequen ing patterns; and we

generi

over

onstru tors (e.g., the

5. Pattern mat hing

an write our

an write programs

getC1s and getC2s above).

an use ba ktra king, when needed.

6. Patterns work with abstra t data types.
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